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Abstract. The use of expert systems in various disciplines proves an increase in human productivity,
financial benefits and a better answer to users needs. There is a need for a development and integration
environment that supports knowledge management and expert system construction, but also the debugging and
verification as well.
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1. Introduction
The use of expert systems in various disciplines proves an increase in human productivity,
financial benefits and a better answer to users needs. Expert System Creator is an approach
towards developing a software engineering tool for knowledge management by merging
conventional CASE tool facilities with the expert system technology. Expert System Creator
- created as a joint project between academic and commercial partners - assists the human
designer by efficient encoding and by reusing the expert knowledge. It helps professional in
the process of shifting from old informational systems implementation to modern approaches.
Expert System Creator is a development and integration environment for knowledge
management, expert system construction, debugging and verification.
A similar approach is represented by a family of software CREATOR expert systems has
been developed [4]. Although an application of these systems is assisting the human designer
when using a conventional CASE tool, they do not support the debugging, verification or
profiling steps.
Another powerful knowledge management tool is Protégé-2000 project from Stanford
Medical Informatics [13], which allows the construction of a domain ontology, the
customization of knowledge-acquisition forms and the entering of domain knowledge.
Moreover, Expert System Creator not only constructs the knowledge base but also integrates
it within external projects.
Expert System Creator is an application for the development, verification and debugging,
profiling and optimization of expert system applications. It represents the domain knowledge
as rules set, decision tables or classification trees and automatically generates them as CLIPS,
C++ or Java programs. It visually debugs the constructed expert systems using their highlevel representation: rules set, decision tables or classification trees.
The next section presents the most frequent knowledge representation forms for
classification problems. Section 3 presents in detail the verification, validation and debugging
techniques incorporated in the Expert System Creator application. The last section presents
several applications, as well as and future research directions and extensions.

2. Knowledge representation in classification problem
For the representation of knowledge in expert systems for classification problems, a
number of forms are used, such as: rules set (production rules, association rules, rules with
exceptions), decision tables, classification and regression trees, instance-based

representations, and clusters. Table 1 synthesizes the main features of each knowledge
representation form. Each representation has its advantages and drawbacks. Expert System
Creator is endowed with advanced graphical manipulation tools for three of the above forms:
decision table, classification tree and rules set. While a human expert can build in a
straightforward way an expert system based on classification or association rules, the
decision table representation allows easy automatic analysis and error and consistency
checking. A classification tree can be very easily translated into any common programming
language (such as C/C++, Java, Pascal etc.). As these three forms are equivalent [1][14], an
expert system built in one of them can be translated into any other one. The rest of the section
will briefly describe the knowledge representation forms (see [19][1] for a detailed
presentation).
Rules set - A rule-based system form is a set of one or more rules. A rule has two parts an antecedent and a consequent – and has the following form: if antecedent then
consequent, where the antecedent of a rule is a conjunction of elementary constraints, and
the consequent is a sequence of elementary actions. Rules may be production rules,
association rules and they can have exceptions.
Decision table - A decision table consists of a two-dimensional array of cells, where the
columns contain the system’s constraints and each row makes a classification according to
each cell’s value (case of condition).
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Features
- automatic correctness analysis
- compact, but rudimentary, form
- easy to visualize and understand
- procedural or object-oriented programming language
code can be easily generated
- automatically built from large datasets using data mining
and statistical algorithms
- easily built and assimilate by human experts
- important, mature and large systems are already in use

-

unsupervised learning
uses data visualization techniques
often followed by a classification tree (rule set) inferring
stage

Classification tree - A classification tree consists of a set of nodes and a set of arcs [15].
The set of nodes is divided into two classes: decision nodes and classification/action nodes
(leaf nodes). Each decision node is associated with a constraint of the system and each leaf
node (classification node) makes the classification based on the cases of the constraints from
the decision nodes. Each arc has as its source a deciding node, and is associated with a case
corresponding to the constraint from the source decision node, and the destination is a
decision or classification node.
A special type of classification trees is the binary tree, which consists of a set of decision
nodes and a set of leaf nodes. A decision node is associated with a boolean constraint. A
boolean constraint can have two cases: true and false. There are algorithms that implement a
decision table in a programming language using binary classification trees [4].

Regression tree – When it comes to predict numeric quantities, the same kind of tree
representation as above can be used, but the leaf nodes of the tree would contain a numeric
value which is the average of all the training set values that the leaf applies to.
Clusters – In case of clusters, the knowledge takes the form of a diagram that shows how the
instances fall into clusters. In the simplest case this involves associating a cluster number
with each instance. Instances can be associated probabilistic to more than one cluster.
Clustering is often followed by a stage where a classification tree or rule set is inferred.

3. Verification, validation and debugging
The knowledge base completion and correctness are key issues in designing large
knowledge base systems. Expert System Creator includes appropriate mechanisms for
visualizing and testing the correctness of constructed knowledge bases and for debugging the
execution of expert systems. Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of the entire application.
Some modules (like those of the database integration subsystem) are not described in this
paper. The reader is referred to [11] for details about these modules.
The integrated debuggers in Decision Frame/Table/Tree Designer can be used to debug
the final system in its original form (as a rules set, table or tree), instead of “classical”
C++/Java/Jess debugging. This new approach helps domain users and software developers to
visually test and repair the constructed expert system.
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3.1 Rules set
For rule-based systems, the semantic graph (SG) highlights the relationships between rules
and templates. The semantic graph is a pair
SG = (N, A)
where N – the set of nodes– is represented by system’s rules, and A is the set of arcs. An arc
is defined with source N1 and target N2 if the consequent of the rule N1 asserts a fact that
appears in the antecedent of the rule N2.
The visual representation of this graph reveals main or isolated rules and templates. The
graphical representation is a better approach to computing various numeric metrics that
measure the quality of system’s design. For users confident to numbers, a set of base metrics
is also computed.
Despite CLIPS’s age, there are no integrated development environments offering
“standard” debugging techniques, like step-by-step execution or breakpoints management for
it. Decision Frame Debugger implements these debugging techniques by means of an easyto-use, visual user interface. The Decision Frame Debugger includes the following features:
rule-by-rule execution, breakpoints management, step into rule RHS’s actions (procedural
debugging), variables inspection, display of facts and agenda memories. It supports both
CLIPS and JESS inference engines. In debugging mode, the system is automatically executed
in a rule-by-rule manner, stopping on each breakpoint. In case of using CLIPS inference
engine, Java Native Interface (JNI) technology is used for bridging between Decision Frame
Debugger (Java environment) and CLIPS engine (native environment). The communication
between the Debugger and the inference engine is described by some general interfaces. For
the moment, CLIPS and JESS interface instances are implemented, but more inference
engines can be easily plugged in (see Fig. 2).
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In order to find the time-consuming rules, rule-based profiler traces the system’s
execution . The system records the execution context in the trace files and using the Trace
Viewer these files are visualized. In case of rules set system, the execution context is formed
by the antecedent and the consequent of the executed rule.
3.2 Decision table
The automatically check of the correctness and completeness of the decision table is
carried out by the Table Analyzer tool (embedded in Decision Table Designer), which
highlights the duplicated and ambiguous rules that exist in the table. Fig. 3 shows two
ambiguous rules (the 3rd and 6th rules from left to right) in the sample decision table. To
measure the completeness of a decision table, the completion ratio (CR) is computed as
follows:
CR = [Possible Rules] / [Actual Rules]
where [Possible Rules] is the number of possible rules and [Actual Rules] is the number of
rules of the decision table. The number of possible rules is computed as the product of
cardinalities of all attribute domains.
The Decision Table Debugger lets you debug the system as a decision table. You can set
breakpoints on table’s cell that will stop the execution of the system. While the execution is
paused, you can inspect variables status. To stop the system’s execution on a breakpoint, the
Code Generator module generates additional Java/C++ code for each table’s cell. Before the
execution of a Java/C++ statement in the “host” project, the Decision Table Debugger is
interrogated whether or not a breakpoint is hit. If a breakpoint is hit, the execution control is
passed to the Expert System Creator thread and the current values of all watched variables are
updated. When the user continues the program execution (from Decision Table Debugger),
the control is regained by the host project thread and the watch variables’ values (possibly
modified by the user during the debugging session in Decision Table Debugger) are sent back
to the host project.
3.3 Classification tree
For a better highlighting of the rules induced by a classification tree, the Decision Tree
Designer displays all the rules encapsulated in the tree in a distinct panel. It also offers
statistics regarding the number of nodes in tree, the number of nodes in each category
(decision nodes, action nodes, leaf nodes), the number of induced rules, the number of
incomplete decision nodes etc.
The Decision Tree Debugger module offers the possibility to debug the expert system in
the classification tree form. Similar to the decision table debugging, the Code Generator
module generates additional code for each tree’s node. See the section 3.2 for details
regarding the communication between host project and Decision Tree Debugger and for
control of the execution as well.
In order to find out the time-consuming rules, the Code Generator module optionally
generates addition code for tracing the host program execution. During a “traced” execution
of the host program a trace file is created. It contains the execution context for each visited
node. The execution context is composed of the timestamp and variables’ values. The trace
file is visualized by the Trace Viewer module that embosses the “bottlenecks” nodes.

4. Final remarks and future extensions
Expert System Creator is a cross-platform development environment that significantly cuts
the cost of knowledge base systems development.
The system is entirely implemented in Java using Java2™ SDK 1.3. The Decision Frame
module supports CLIPS 6.1 and JESS 6 expert system shells [5] that perform the knowledgebased reasoning process. The Code Generator outputs C++ and Java code for decision tables
and trees, whilst the rule-based systems are generated using CLIPS/JESS syntax.
Further extensions are planned to integrate fuzzy logic engines such as FuzzyCLIPS [8]
and FuzzyJ [9]. The automatic growth of classification trees from large data sets [6] is
another important feature to be added in the near future.
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